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Important Notice

The information contained in this document (the “Corporate Presentation”) has been prepared by Cluff Natural  Resources Plc (“CLNR”). CLNR is a UK company quoted on AIM, a market operated by London Stock 
Exchange plc. This corporate presentation has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further verification and amendment without notice. This Corporate Presentation has not been 
approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (“FSMA”) and therefore it is being provided for information purposes only. 

While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither CLNR nor any of its directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations 
or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this  Corporate Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral 
information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither CLNR 
nor any of its directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in 
respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this 
Corporate Presentation. 

The views of CLNR’s management/directors and/or its partners/operators set out in this document could ultimately prove to be incorrect. No warranty, express or implied, is given by the presentation of these 
figures here and investors should place no reliance on CLNR’s or any operators’ estimates cited in this document. 

No assurance can be given that hydrocarbon resources and reserves reported by CLNR, will be recovered at the rates estimated or that they can be brought into profitable production. Hydrocarbon resource and 
reserve estimates may require revisions and/or changes (either up or down) based on actual production experience and in light of the prevailing market price of oil and gas. A decline in the market price for oil and 
gas could render reserves uneconomic to recover and may ultimately result in a reclassification of reserves as resources. There are uncertainties inherent in estimating the quantity of resources and reserves and in 
projecting future rates of production, including factors beyond CLNR’s control. Estimating the amount of hydrocarbon resources and reserves is an interpretive process and, in addition, results of drilling, testing 
and production subsequent to the date of an estimate may result in material revisions to original estimates. Any hydrocarbon resources data contained in this document are unaudited management estimates only 
and should not be construed as representing exact quantities. The nature of reserve quantification studies means that there can be no guarantee that estimates of quantities and quality of the resources disclosed 
will be available for extraction. Therefore, actual production, revenues, cash flows, royalties and development and operating expenditures may vary from these estimates. Such variances may be material. Any 
reserves estimates contained in this document are based on production data, prices, costs, ownership, geophysical, geological and engineering data, and other information assembled by CLNR (which it may not 
necessarily have produced). The estimates may prove to be incorrect and potential investors should not place reliance on the forward looking statements contained in this document concerning CLNR’s resources 
and reserves or production levels. Hydrocarbon resources and reserves estimates are expressions of judgement based on knowledge, experience and industry practice. They are therefore imprecise and depend to 
some extent on interpretations, which may ultimately prove to be inaccurate. Accordingly, two different independent parties may not necessarily arrive at the same conclusions. The views of 
management/directors as set out in this document could ultimately prove to be incorrect. Estimates that were reasonable when made may change significantly when new information from additional analysis and 
drilling becomes available. 

This Corporate Presentation may contain “forward-looking statements” that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied 
by these statements. These forward-looking statements are statements regarding CLNR’s intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, CLNR’s results of operations, performance, 
financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which CLNR operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on 
circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Corporate Presentation and CLNR does not undertake any obligation to publicly release 
any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Corporate Presentation. This Corporate Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment 
advice by CLNR or any of its directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this Corporate Presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any 
securities and neither this Corporate Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the 
information or opinions contained in these slides or the Corporate Presentation or on the completeness, accuracy or fairness thereof. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein 
necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.

Neither this Corporate Presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United States of America (each a 
“Restricted Territory”), their territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) or (c) distributed to any individual 
outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be 
construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any such case except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be 
restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a 
violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction. 
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Well established AIM investing company

▪ Well capitalised with no debt

▪ Mature portfolio of high quality assets in UKCS

▪ Particular focus on gas

▪ Attracted investment from blue chip partners (Shell) 

▪ Strong and supportive institutional shareholder base

▪ Proven ability to raise equity capital

A transformational 2019

▪ Farm-out of Licence P2252 (Pensacola) to Shell 

▪ Farm-out of Licence P2437 (Selene) to Shell 

▪ £15M equity raise in July 2019 to fund drilling activity

▪ First field operations commenced – 3D seismic shot over 

Pensacola in H2 2019

Major value drivers going forward

▪ Significant equity position in two high impact SNS 

exploration wells operated by Shell  

▪ Ongoing farm-out process for CNS Dewar oil prospect

▪ Commencement of farm-outs on Cupertino & Cortez areas

▪ Additional licences – multiple applications made in 32nd

Licensing Round with awards in summer of 2020 TCF (equivalent) of P50 

Prospective Resources (gross)

Highly prospective exploration 

licences within the UKCS

Final investment decision on 2 

wells expected during 2020 

Cash of £13.2M at end March 

2020

Super major validation of assets 

and strategy following Shell 

farm-ins 

Dewar farm-out ongoing

Further licence awards expected

7
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Deltic Energy - Introduction
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UKCS Focused Exploration Strategy

Organic 
Portfolio 

Build

Prospect 
Maturation

Farm-out

Process

Seismic 
Acquisition & 
Exploration 

Drilling

Optional 
Appraisal 

Phase

Project Exit & 
Re-Invest

Focused on Capital Growth via the Drill Bit
▪ Asset sales / divestment could fund future drilling

▪ Surplus potentially distributed as special dividend

▪ Potential acquisition of production assets to fund 

drilling activities

Exploration and Appraisal
▪ Low cost entry point via regular licence rounds

▪ Greatest uplift per £ invested in cycle

▪ Small retained teams & low overheads

▪ No decommissioning exposure

UKCS Mature Basins
▪ Top quartile fiscal regime

▪ Supportive regulator in the OGA

▪ Well understood subsurface & legacy data

▪ Established export infrastructure 

▪ Full lifecycle ‘ecosystem’ with many Developers

Gas Dominated Portfolio
▪ Increasingly important transition fuel

▪ Petrochemical / hydrogen demand

▪ UK increasingly reliant on foreign gas imports

▪ Positive medium to long term pricing trends
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Management Team

Graham Swindells – Chief Executive
Graham joined CLNR as Chief Financial Officer in May 2013. He previously worked in corporate finance and M&A, specialising in

advising mid and small-cap public companies. Before joining CLNR, he was a Director in Corporate Finance at Ernst & Young.

Previously, he was a Director in Corporate Finance at Arbuthnot Securities where he gained significant natural resources

experience acting as nominated adviser and broker. He qualified as a Chartered Accountant in Scotland with BDO and

subsequently spent two years at PricewaterhouseCoopers in corporate recovery and restructuring.

Andrew Nunn – Chief Operating Officer
Andrew is a Chartered Geologist with over 20 years of experience working on exploration, mining and geo-environmental

projects in Europe, Australasia and Africa. For the last 10 years he has worked on a wide variety of UK and European

conventional and unconventional gas projects with a primary focus on Carboniferous aged reservoirs. Andrew’s previous role

was as Exploration Manager for Dart Energy. He holds a B.Sc. (Hons) in Economic Geology and an M.Sc. in Environmental

Management. Andrew was appointed as a Director of the Oil and Gas Independent’s Association (OGIA) in February 2020

Peter Cowley – Non-Executive Director
Peter is a geologist with 46 years of international experience in the minerals industry and has been involved in the discovery and

development of a number of gold mines in Africa. Peter Cowley was previously Managing Director of Ashanti Exploration Limited

and Group Technical Director of Cluff Resources Plc. He holds M.Sc and MBA degrees and is a Fellow of I.M.M.M. Until recently

he was also a Non-executive Director of Banro Corporation and Amara Mining Plc.

Mark Lappin – Non-Executive Chairman 
Mark has over 35 years of experience in the oil and gas industry. Mark’s recent roles include Technical Director at Cuadrilla and

prior to that Sub-Surface Director for UK and Netherlands at Centrica. Mark began his career as a Geophysicist at Phillips

Petroleum and has held senior technical and commercial roles with Phillips, Exxon Mobil and Dart Energy. Mark’s North Sea

focussed operational, commercial and super-major E&P experience will be hugely valuable as the company moves into the next

stage of its development.

Sarah McLeod – Chief Financial Officer
Joined CLNR as Chief Financial Officer in January 2020. Sarah has 20 years experience in the international oil and gas industry.

She previously held the position of Group Financial Controller at New Age. Sarah spent 10 years with ConocoPhillips in a variety

of senior financial and strategic roles and also 2 years with Maersk Oil. She started her career with Deloitte, spending six years

in its oil and gas team during which time she qualified as a Chartered Accountant.
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Investor Base and Capital Structure

Key Shareholders (at 31 May 2020)

▪ IPGL 

▪ Canaccord*

▪ Lombard Odier 

▪ Hargreaves Lansdown 

▪ Janus Henderson

▪ Fiske

▪ Interactive Investor

▪ James Caird Asset Management

▪ SVM Asset Management

▪ Newlands Capital

*13.8% held by Marlborough Micro & Nano-Cap Funds (unchanged since 1 July 2019)

Capital Structure 

Shares In Issue 1,406m

Options 88m

Free Float 68.5%

Cash at 31 March 2020 £13.2m

Debt NIL

16.8%

14.7%

8.2%

7.7%

6.7%

4.1%

4.1%    

3.9%

3.1%

3.1%
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COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 has had negligible impact on Company operations

Business Continuity

▪ Robust IT systems have ensured this has had limited impact on day to day operations

▪ Management, technical and support staff are working effectively and efficiently from home

▪ Daily video conferences allow collaboration within the team, contractors and licence partners 

▪ The Company’s consultants and contractors have put similar plans and processes in place

Projects being progressed by Deltic staff during the lockdown

▪ Joint project work with Shell on the Selene and Pensacola Prospects

▪ Interpretation of reprocessed 2D seismic over Cupertino Licence

▪ Managing the reprocessing of legacy 2D seismic over the Cortez Licence

▪ Joint prospect evaluation work with Parkmead on the Blackadder Licence

▪ Ongoing OGA engagement on 32nd Round licence applications

▪ Additional prospect maturation work on Dewar

▪ Corporate re-brand

Commitment to Staff Welfare

▪ Given government guidance around COVID-19, all Deltic personnel have been working from home 

since mid-March and will only return to the office once it is appropriate to do so
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Now Deltic Energy Plc

▪ Change of name reflects recent  progression of 
the Company as it moves towards a more 
operationally focused phase of development and 
ultimately drilling activity for its investments

▪ Management team and offshore North Sea gas 
focussed strategy remains unchanged

▪ AIM:LSE Ticker will become “DELT”

▪ New Website: www.delticenergy.com

http://www.delticenergy.com/
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Natural Gas is the Fuel of the Future

Gas Price – NBP Futures Curve

www.futureofgas.uk

North Sea gas creates less than half the greenhouse gas of imported LNG

The Climate Change Committee – Net Zero 2050 Model
▪ UK Gas demand to reduce by only 32% between 2017 and 2050 – due to need for hydrogen production from natural gas
▪ UK Gas production predicted to decline by 80% over the same period
▪ Results in an increased reliance on imported gas to produce hydrogen to meet ‘Net Zero’ targets:

▪ UK spent £200 million/week on average in 2018 to import gas from e.g. Norway, Russia, Qatar and N and S America
▪ Prioritisation of domestic production is essential for security of supply, balance of trade and UK taxable employment 

UK Gas Demand & Production
(The Oil & Gas Authority – October 2019)
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Where We Operate

Southern North Sea – Rotliegendes Area 
▪ Mature gas producing region

▪ Commercial drivers around infrastructure protection

▪ Focus is on overlooked opportunities – technology driven

▪ Exploration well on P2437 anticipated for 2022

Central North Sea 
▪ 30th Round Awards - 100% Deltic

▪ Located close to BP operated ETAP infrastructure

▪ Oil and condensate – diversifies the portfolio

▪ Contains the Tesla (Pentland) discovery and Dewar prospect

Southern North Sea – Core Area
▪ Underexplored area in a proven basin

▪ Multi-level prospectivity

▪ New and proposed infrastructure locally

▪ Significant recent drilling activity on adjacent acreage

▪ Exploration well on P2252 anticipated in H2 2021
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Southern North Sea Assets

World class gas basin with established and emerging 

plays at multiple stratigraphic levels

P2252 – Pensacola Prospect (30% DELT, 70% Shell)
▪ Zechstein Carbonate Reef

▪ Gross P50 Prospective Resources of 309 BCF

▪ Farmed out to Shell in 2019

▪ 420km2 of new 3D shot in August 2019

▪ Exploration well anticipated in H2 2021

P2424 & P2428 (100% DELT)
▪ Multi-TCF (Prospective Resources) scale potential in Leman and 

Carboniferous

▪ Under explored area in emerging fairway

▪ Currently reprocessing legacy seismic data sets

▪ Farm-out processes scheduled for 2nd half of 2020

▪ New modern 3D seismic acquisition being planned

P2437 – Selene Prospect (50% DELT, 50% Shell)
▪ Leman Sandstone 4-way Dip Closed Structure 

▪ Gross P50 Prospective Resources of 291 BCF

▪ Farmed out to Shell in Q2 2019

▪ Drilling anticipated for 2022

P2435 – Blackadder Prospect (25% DELT, 75% PMG)
▪ Leman Sandstone 4-way Dip Closed Structure 

▪ Reviewing options for reprocessing legacy seismic data
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Recent and Proposed Activity in SNS Core Area

Cygnus Gas Field
▪ First Gas flowed Q4 2016

▪ 630 BCF reserves

▪ Produces from Carboniferous

and Leman

▪ One of largest gas fields in the UK

Corporate Activity

Dec 2015   INEOS completes acquisition of DEA UK North Sea gas fields for £490M

Mar 2017   ONE acquires STERLING RESOURCES interest in Breagh for USD$163M

May 2017   INEOS acquires DONG ENERGY for USD$1.3B 

Dec 2017   SPIRIT ENERGY formed by merger of CENTRICA and BAYERNGAS

Feb 2018   NEPTUNE completes acquisition of ENGIE E&P for USD$3.9B

Dec 2018   ONE and SHV Holdings merge E&P business to form ONE-Dyas

Pegasus West Discovery
▪ Namurian Sandstone Reservoir

▪ Flowed >90mmscfd on test in 2014

▪ FDP submission expected 2020

Andromeda Gas Discovery
▪ Drilled August 2019

▪ Small discovery in Carboniferous

▪

Darach Central Oil Discovery
▪ Drilled June/July 2019

▪ Zechstein Reef flowed at 3,500 bbls/day

Breagh Gas Field
▪ Early Carboniferous Gas Field

▪ First gas – October 2013

▪ Approx 600 BCF reserves

Aurora Prospect
▪ Multi-TCF structure in Fell Sst

▪ Key analogue for Cupertino Prospect

▪ Drilling proposed 2020?

West Newton Discovery
▪ Zechstein reef analogue for Pensacola

▪ Discovery announced June 2019

Resolution & Endeavour Discoveries
▪ Gas discoveries in Zechstein

▪ Farmed out to Shell in Jan 2020
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P2252 – Pensacola Prospect (Deltic 30% WI)

Major untested structure in 

emerging Zechstein Reef 

fairway

Gross P50 Prospective 

Resources of 309 BCF, 93 

BCF net to Deltic

Super major endorsement of 

Deltic technical approach 

and asset value

Shell acquired 70% working 

interest and Operatorship in 

May 2019

Carried work program means 

minimal cost to Deltic until 

end Q4 2020

Shell pay 100% of 3D 

seismic acquisition, 

processing and technical WP 

until well FID

Deltic are fully funded for 

their 30% share of 

exploration well costs 

£15M equity raise in June 

2019, with £3-4.5M estimated 

for Pensacola well costs

New 3D seismic acquired 

over Pensacola in H2 2019

470km2 of 3D data currently 

being processed with final 

product due August 2020

Low cost development 

options in shallow water and 

close to shore

Potential tie-back via Breagh 

platform (45km) or new 

pipeline directly to Teeside 

(78km)

▪ Pensacola is a Zechstein Reef which 

appears very similar to the Darach 

prospect which flowed at 3,500 barrels of 

oil + associated gas per day on test

▪ Licence has ‘contingent’ well commitment 

which means the well will be drilled unless 

the JV can demonstrate it would be in 

conflict with the OGA’s mission to 

Maximise Economic Recovery

Exploration well anticipated
H2 2021
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P2252 – Pensacola Prospect (Deltic 30% WI)

New 3D Acquisition Footprint

▪ Stratigraphic trap consisting of a carbonate reef build-up trapped by adjacent and overlying Stassfurt Halite

▪ Located in an emerging Zechstein fairway and highly analogous to similar prospects identified in the region 

including West Newton, Darach and Crosgan

▪ Darach Central-1 well (42/04-1Z) intersected oil in Zechstein, with test producing 3,500 bbls/d in 2019

▪ New 3D seismic acquired over the Pensacola prospect in 2019 – currently being processed by Shell

▪ Best in class processing will result in significant improvements in image quality over legacy datasets

▪ Final products to be delivered in August 2020 to support a well investment decision
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P2437 – Selene Prospect (Deltic 50% WI)

▪ Selene is a conventional Leman 

Sandstone, 4-way dip closed structure 

located to the North of Shell’s production 

hub located on the Clipper field

▪ Licence has ‘drill or drop’ well option and 

the well is anticipated to be drilled in 2022

▪ No further subsurface work required to 

support well planning activities  

Drilling anticipated 2022

Approximate 

location of 

P2437 and the 

Selene Prospect

Selene is the largest 

untested structure in the 

prolific Leman Sandstone 

fairway

Gross P50 Prospective 

Resources of 291 BCF, 146 

BCF net to Deltic

Super major endorsement of 

Deltic technical approach 

and asset value

Shell acquired 50% working 

interest in August 2019 for 

US$600k and will become 

Operator in due course

Retention of licence 

administrator role and 

significant carried work 

program

Shell pay 50% of all costs 

until well investment 

decision, and then 75% of 

gross well costs up to 

US$25M

Well anticipated on Selene in  

2022

No further subsurface work 

required and minimal 

expenditure until 2022

High quality 3D dataset over 

the entire prospect

In final stages of QA/QC 

checks by a joint Shell-Deltic

work group – optimisation of 

well location is priority 

Low cost development which 

will export gas via Shell 

owned infrastructure to 

Bacton Gas Terminal in 

Norfolk  

Selene is approximately 

20km from the Shell 

operated Barque field which 

in turn is connected to the 

Clipper hub
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P2437 – Selene Prospect (Deltic 50% WI)

- Planned well on Selene structure (Depth)

▪ Selene is a large 4-way dip closed 

prospect in the Leman Sandstone 

fairway which has been overlooked 

due to the complexity of depth 

conversion of seismic data in the 

local area

▪ The 48/08b-2 well which targeted 

the Selene prospect was drilled in 

January 1989 by Amerada Hess 

was planned and drilled on 2D 

data - minor gas shows reported in 

the Leman Sandstone target 

▪ Modern reprocessed and depth 

converted 3D seismic now images 

the entire area and reveals that 

this early well was actually drilled 

on the periphery of the Selene 

structure

▪ Planned well 48/08b-C targets the 

true crest to the NW, away from 

major faulting

▪ Given the structural setting Selene 

is expected to be highly analogous 

to Shell’s Barque field

48/08b-2

➢ Shell operates the Barque field, approx. 20kms to the south of Selene, which 
in turn feeds gas to the Clipper hub and the Bacton Gas Terminal

➢ Access to Clipper-Bacton system provides long term offtake option for the 
Selene prospect 

➢ Up to 25% ullage available in the Clipper-Bacton system from 2021 

➢ Selene has role to play in deferral of Shell’s potential decommissioning 
liabilities at both Barque and Clipper 

➢ Shell and ExxonMobil completed a £300M rejuvenation of the Bacton Gas 
terminal in 2018
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SNS Core Area – Cupertino and Cortez (100% WI)

P2428  – Cupertino (100% Deltic)

▪ Blocks 43/7 & 43/8

▪ Targeting early Carboniferous 

reservoirs

▪ Cupertino is TCF scale structural lead

▪ Additional on-block potential in 

shallower Bunter Sst and Rotliegend

formations 

▪ 850 line km’s of legacy 2D seismic 

reprocessed in late 2019

▪ Re-interpretation of the new data is 

ongoing

P2424 – Cortez & Burbank (100% Deltic)

▪ Blocks 42/14 & 42/15b

▪ Multi-level prospectivity adjacent to the Breagh field 

▪ TCF scale potential including the Cortez structure 

▪ Approx 600 line kms of legacy 2D seismic currently 

being reprocessed 

Significant discoveries at Darach 

and West Newton during 2019 has 

generated significant industry 

interest in the area and the 

Zechstein Reef play in particular.
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Central North Sea Assets

Proven basin with oil, gas and condensate 

production potential from multiple stratigraphic 

intervals

P2352 – Dewar Prospect (100%)

▪ Forties Sandstone Channel Prospect

▪ Gross P50 Resources of 39.5 MMBO

▪ Modern 3D seismic with clear amplitude anomaly 

▪ Drill ready opportunity in close proximity to 

infrastructure

▪ Farm-out process

P2384 – Manhattan Complex (100% Deltic)

▪ Remnant of larger application in 30th Round

▪ Significant HPHT prospectivity extends onto 

contiguous acreage

▪ Option value depending on 32nd Round outcomes

The Company is looking to significantly 

expand its footprint in the Central 

North Sea through the 32nd Offshore 

Licencing Round
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P2352 – Dewar Prospect (Deltic 100% WI)

▪ Dewar is a drill ready, light oil prospect in 

the Forties Sandstone located closed to 

infrastructure in the CNS

▪ Low cost, low risk exploration with very 

attractive project economics

▪ Farm-out process impacted by price 

volatility, 32nd Round and COVID-19 

Dewar is a well defined 

channel in the Forties 

Sandstone 

P50 Prospective Resources 

of 39.5 million barrels with a 

GCoS of 41%

30th Round Licence effective 

from 1st October 2018 with a 

4 year Phase A 

All firm work commitments 

have been met which gives a 

long backstop date for 

achieving a farm-out deal 

High quality 3D dataset 

acquired over the entire 

prospect which has been 

recently reprocessed

Allowed integrated 

geological and AVO 

approach to definine a 

robust prospect that had 

been overlooked by others

Water depths of 90m allow 

well to be drilled with a large 

jack-up rig

Dry hole costs are estimated 

at £17M to £20M

Highly commercial 

opportunity with viable 

development options down 

to <7 mmbo recoverable oil

Low cost development via 

5km subsea tie back to ETAP 

with other options also 

available

BP, Shell, Total & Neptune 

all operate, or are 

developing, potential export 

infrastructure on contiguous 

acreage

P50 scoping economics by 

IO Oil and Gas  indicate post 

Tax NPV of £555M and post 

Tax IRR of 123%
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Building Scale – 32nd Offshore Licencing Round

Opportunity to leverage technical competence in our core SNS and CNS areas

▪ Apply knowledge gained from technical work completed on existing licences

▪ Focus  core operational areas in the Southern Gas Basin and Central North Sea

▪ Applications designed to be complementary to the existing portfolio 

▪ Focus on new / underexplored plays close to existing or proposed new infrastructure

▪ Target areas of proven hydrocarbon migration – supported by existing discoveries / small pools

▪ Initial exploration success de-risks other prospects

Low cost approach to building a sustainable pipeline of drilling opportunities

▪ Multiple applications made for blocks in SNS and CNS 

▪ Applications at 100% equity and with established international operator

▪ A number of new, high impact prospects and leads identified

▪ Potential to significantly enhance the prospective resource base and diversify the portfolio

Licence awards expected in summer of 2020
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Building Scale – Other opportunities

The current oil and gas price environment will present opportunities:

▪ Reduced costs of exploration and appraisal

▪ Contractors implementing alternative commercial models to promote drilling activity

▪ Oil and gas assets are currently undervalued across the North Sea

▪ Portfolio management will free up non-core assets and packages of assets

▪ Quality producing assets will change hands due to short term distress

▪ New approaches to decommissioning liabilities are facilitating deal flow 

The Company proposes to assess North Sea opportunities:

▪ Non-operated positions in producing assets which are non-core to larger operators 

▪ Packages of assets which contain production and mature exploration opportunities 

▪ Producing assets that will deliver significant free cash flow and contribute to drilling costs

▪ Where the Company’s relatively strong balance sheet can be leveraged to secure a positive outcome
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Indicative Timeline – Key Licences

Q2

2020

Q3 

2020

Q4 

2020

Q3

2021

Q1

2021

Q2 

2021

*2 Subject to funding or farm-out

*1

32nd

Round

32nd Round Awards expected Summer 2020

Q4 

2021

1H

2022

2H 

2022

P2428

P2252 Pensacola 3D Processing and Evaluation Well Planning

*1

SeleneP2437 Well Planning

*1

Anticipated drilling 

Dewar Farm-out processP2352

*2

P2428 Cupertino Farm-out process2D Interp *2

Cortez 2D Reprocessing Farm-out process2D Interp
*2

P2424
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Key Investment Highlights

Proven and motivated 
management team

Mature exploration 
portfolio with multi-TCF 

potential

UKCS gas focused capital 
growth strategy 

▪ Well capitalised with £13.2M in cash at end March 2020
▪ Fully funded to mid 2022
▪ Maintenance of low overheads through strict financial discipline
▪ No debt and no direct financial exposure to current commodity price volatility   

▪ Existing portfolio of operated and non-operated assets in SNS & CNS
▪ Multiple opportunities with gross combined P50 prospective resources of 

>2.4TCF
▪ Technical approach validated by successful farm-outs to Shell
▪ Wells with Shell anticipated in 2021 and 2022

▪ Gas is key transition fuel to a lower carbon future
▪ UK to import >75% of natural gas requirements by 2030
▪ Organic exploration portfolio creation provides low cost entry
▪ Strong balance sheet and current commodity price environment may present a 

unique opportunity for value accretive M&A activity

▪ Extensive UKCS and global resources exploration experience
▪ Secured attractive farm-in deals with one of world’s largest energy companies
▪ Strong track record of acquiring new assets in competitive licence rounds
▪ Demonstrated ability to raise equity capital for exploration projects
▪ Focused on cost control while delivering high quality sub-surface outcomes

Fully funded for 
exploration activity to 

mid 2022
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Prospect Inventory



Deltic Energy Plc

First Floor
150 Waterloo Road
London
SE1 8SB
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)20 7887 2630
admin@deltic-energy.com

Follow DLTC at 

Investor Relations Queries
Camarco

107 Cheapside
London
EC2V 6DN
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)20 3757 4980
CNR@camarco.co.uk
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